
Unit 2: Main Ideas and Supporting Ideas in Informational Text 

Grade Level: 11 
Unit Name: Main Ideas and Supporting Details in Informational Text 
Pacing:   4 weeks 

Power Standards:  
 
11RI1D:  Explain two or more central/main                
ideas in a text, analyze their development 
throughout the text, and relate the central 
ideas to human nature and to the world;        
provide an objective and concise summary of 
the text. (DOK 3) 
 
11RI3B:  Synthesize information from two or 
more texts about similar topics/ideas to 
articulate the complexity of the issue. (DOK 
3) 
 
11RI3D:  Read and comprehend 
informational text independently and 
proficiently.  (DOK 2) 

 
11W2A:  Follow a writing process to 

produce clear and coherent writing which the 
development, organization, style and voice 
are appropriate to the task, purpose and 
audience; self-select and blend (when 
appropriate) previously learned narrative,  
expository, and argumentative writing 
techniques.   (DOK 4) 

Learning Targets: 
 
11RI1D: 

● I will explain two or more central ideas 
   in a nonfiction text. 

●  I will analyze the development of the 
   central ideas throughout a text. 

● I will relate the central ideas to human 
  nature and the world in a text. 

●  I will provide an objective and concise 
  summary of a nonfiction text. 
 
11RI3B:   

● I will combine information from two or 
more texts about similar ideas/topics. 

● I will explain the complex nature of the 
issue by combining ideas from multiple 
texts 

 
11RI3D:  

●  I will read and understand informational 
text on my own to combine ideas from 
multiple texts. 

● I will effectively read and understand 
informational text in order to combine 
ideas from multiple texts. 
 

11W2A: 
● I will follow a writing process focusing 

on development, organization, style, 
and voice to produce clear and logical 
writing. 

●  I will follow a writing process suitable  
to the task, purpose, and audience to 
produce clear and logical writing. 

Supporting Standards:  
 
11RI1B:  Determine the meaning of words and 
phrases as they are used in the text, including 
figurative, connotative, and content-specific 
meanings using context, affixes, or reference 
materials. (DOK 2) 
 
11RI2B:  Analyze a text in which the author's 
point of view is not obvious and requires 
distinguishing what is directly stated from what 
is implied. (DOK 3) 
 
11RI2C:  Evaluate how the author's word choice 
and use of syntax contribute to a text's overall 
meaning and tone. (DOK 3) 
 
11RI3A:  Analyze the representation of a    
subject in two different artistic mediums, 
including what is emphasized or absent in each 
treatment.  (DOK 3) 



● I will choose and blend various writing 
techniques when appropriate. 
 
 
 

Big Ideas: 
 
All authors and speakers have purpose. 
 

 
 

Essential Unit Questions: 
 
Why do authors write or speak? 

 

Vocabulary: 
 
Main Ideas  
Supporting Details 
Objective 
Summary 
Validity 

 

 


